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Orient X-Press 
Cut : A proud 

history of trust 
and innovation

The Orient X-Press Cut offers immense 
versatility and flexibility along with a customer 
centric design that puts ease of operation at 
paramount importance for our patrons and 
their operators. With the Orient groups history 
since 1946 of supplying and manufacturing 
precision equipment for the printing and 
packaging sectors , the Orient X-Press Cut 
embodies our commitment to quality and 
precision.





A tradition of 
expertise

§ The Orient X-Press cut series is a piece of equipment that 
has been created and perfected after years of painstaking 
innovation and understanding of the printing and 
packaging manufacturing process. 

§ Since 1946 the TPH Orient group has been the leader in 
various engineered products for the printing and 
packaging industry and was one of the proud pioneers of 
the Indian Printing industry.

§ The X-Press Cut is an extension of its product line for the 
growing need in the packaging industry for high precision 
and good value. 

§ The TPH Orient group has installations in over 60 countries 
and 10 offices in India and multiple offices worldwide. Our 
tradition of service and dedication to our craft helps our 
patrons achieve their goals and we are proud to be able to 
be their partners in their journey. 



5 Key functions that contribute to the X-Press cuts 
world class performance

1. The Orient Quick 
feed system for 

efficient and rapid 
substrate feeding. 

2. An all 
encompassing die 

cutting unit that 
ensures efficiency 

and quality

3. A cutting edge 
stripping unit to for 

a smooth and 
seamless 

experience.

4. A reliable delivery 
system 

5. An innovative 
automation and HMI 

system



Feeding unit : 
quick and 
seamless

Ensuring minimal make ready time and quick and 
seamless feeding is a crucial function of this machine. 
Our innovative air distribution system , adjustable and 
automated functions, and user friendly design ensures 
improved ROI’s and reduced wastage. The X-Press Cut 
focuses on quick ROI’s through efficient engineering 
and strict quality control measures. 



Die-Cutting 
unit : Quality 
and precision

In todays ever competitive landscape , 
quality and accuracy is no longer a 
luxury but a necessity. The heart of the 
Die-Cutting machine i.e. the cutting unit 
has been designed so as to ensure 
precision and high quality with every 
cut. It is due to this unit that the customer 
can experience the full benefits of the 
Orient X-Press Cut and its unmistakably 
remarkable ROI generation and 
precision during use. 



Stringing 
unit : 

innovative 
and time 

saving

The innovative 3 action movement 
structure in our stringing unit ensures 
accuracy and most of all reduces 
changeover times due to our 
centerlining system. Additionally, even 
delicate materials can be stripped 
perfectly at high speeds. 



Delivery 
section : 

constant and 
reliable Our automatic delivery system with a 

five section adjustable brush brake 
ensures a hassle free delivery 
experience during the final stage of 
production on a die cutting machine. 
This stage also ensures that the rest of 
the machine is able to perform at its 
maximum mechanical and electronic 
capacity , hence improving ROI’s.



Orient X-
Press Cut 

HMI : 
Automation 
leading the 

way

§ The X-Press cut is a fully automated 
machine with a state of the art man-
machine interface.  This interface 
allows the machine to house multiple 
types of automation and synchronize 
the in order to achieve improved ROI’s 
and high speeds with strict quality 
control checks. Our interface is user 
friendly and is focused on making the 
experience intuitive for any operator 
to easily use. 



Orient X-Press Cut : 
Trusted engineering 
leading to performance



§ Technical Specification : Orient X-Press Cut ASR 1060

Maximum sheet size 1060×750mm

Minimum sheet size 380×380mm

Maximum cutting size 1040×720mm

Inside chase 1120×760mm

Maximum speed 7500 sheets/hour

Maximum pressure 300 tons

Sheet thickness 120g/m2 ~ up to 4mm B flute corrugated paper

Minimum gripper margin 9 mm

Max. pile height at feeder 1600mm

Max. pile height at delivery 1350mm

Main motor power 11kw

Total power 22kw

Dimension (L ×W × H) including platform 6000×4150×2300mm

Weight: 18.5 tons



§ Technical Specification : Orient X-Press Cut  SHU 1060

Max Sheet Size 1060*740mm
Min Sheet Size 400*360mm
Max Diecutting Size 1040*730mm
Diecut Chase Size 1120*760mm
Paper Range 100-2000g/m2

Corrugate : Max 4mm Thickness
Gripper Margin 9.5 mm
Max Machine Speed 7500 Sheet/h
Max Pressure 300 Ton
Max. feeder file 1450mm
Max delivery file 1100mm
Power requirement 380V 50Hz
Total Weight 16 Ton
Dimension 6000*4200*2400mm
Machine Power 23kw



The TPH Family: 
Domestic Sales 

Network
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§With 10 offices in prime 
locations across India TPH 
proudly marks its presence 
across the country.  

Trivandrum Kottayam Orissa



Quality Standards
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§ TPH is an ISO 9001:2008 company

§ TPH  also has certification 

OHSAS 18001:2007

for health and safety Management System.

&

ISO 14001:2004

for Environmental Management System.

§ Over 3,000 quality checks are conducted for optimum 
performance 



Manufacturing 
facilities
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§ The TPH Orient group manufacturing 
campus spans 20 acres in area with lush green 
landscape

§ The campus houses various manufacturing 
units including a CNC workshop fitted with 
state of the art CNC’s for mechanical 
engineering purposes. Additionally our 
numerous testing and quality control 
equipment and pool of engineers allows us to 
provide world class products globally. 

§ Our campus has facilities for products 
such as printing chemicals, offset printing 
machines, flexo printing machines, folder 
gluers , die cutters, high efficiency solar 
modules, printing plates, printing blankets, 
defense and aerospace engineered products 
etc. 



The Global 
Presence
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With exports to over 60 countries , 
TPH boasts a huge export portfolio 
which exemplifies our commitment 
to deliver high quality and high 
precision products with world class 
quality. 



Our Contact 
Details

The Printers House (P) Ltd.
10, Scindia House,
Connaught Place, New Delhi, (India)
Tel: +91-11-23313071-73
Fax: +91-11-23310490
Email : tphho@tphorient.com
URL : www.tphorient.com

mailto:/tphho@tphorient.com
http://www.tph.co.in/

